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crossover:revoice pro 4 includes a new and very powerful crossover tool. with crossover
you can dial in the perfect crossover frequency to get rid of certain frequencies in your

audio. use crossover with revoice pro to create perfect pitch correction. avoid the
complicated phase alignment process by crossing your audio over a single frequency.
use crossover to create perfect pitch correction when using pitch correction plug-ins

such as pitch and pitch correction, or when using pitch correction plug-ins with stereo
conversion such as superstereo. reverser:revoice pro 4s new reverser tool allows you to

quickly reverse a section of audio using dedicated buttons. reverser is very useful in
situations where you want to reverse a section of audio but want to keep the original

audio in tact, or even to go back to the original settings to modify them. reverser makes
it easy to reverse an audio piece quickly, even on short audio segments. effects:revoice
pro 4 includes a wide array of professional effects and mastering tools. vocaligns effects

include the new echo, stereo, reverse, chorus, and delay effects. plus, vocalign now
includes a great new subharmonic echo effect. effects include the new echo, stereo,

reverse, chorus, and delay effects. mastering:revoice pro 4s new mastering tools include
a new stereo compressor and a new limiter. in addition, the new limiter is a high-gain,
no-holds-barred limiter that is perfect for mastering your projects. the new limiter is a

high-gain, no-holds-barred limiter that is perfect for mastering your projects.
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revoice pro 3.3 ist ein stand-alone-plugin, mit dem die zeitbasierten charakteristika
eines tracks auf einen anderen appliziert werden knnen. dabei werden timing, pitch,
vibrato und level gemessen und anschlieend dem nutzer ber eine intuitive grafische

oberflche zur editierung prsentiert. so lassen sich zwei aufnahmen einander angleichen
oder ein knstliches doubling kann generiert werden. ease of use, ease of saving and
editing, ease of multi-track editing and playback, ease of use and support - all these
have been improved in revoice pro 4. with the release of revoice pro 4, synchro arts
have continued to push the boundaries of what a vocal production tool can achieve.
better sounding and more musically pleasing automatic alignment and vocal vibrato

adjustment, even faster workflow utilizing the cutting edge ara2 protocol and ilok cloud-
based authorization which does not require an ilok usb key. these, along with the over

70 other new features and improvements, mean revoice pro 4 truly is the ultimate
toolbox for timing and pitch adjustment. check out all quick start and product knowledge
videos here revoice pro 4 (full crack) instantly create natural-sounding mono and stereo

double tracks for voice and instruments. or crank the parameters for more extreme
modulation style effects on your tracks. a great time-saving process often referred to as
the secret weapon in modern vocal production. revoice pros doubler comes with great
presets, but also lets you manually adjust the timing, modulation and formant shift of

the generated double tracks. 5ec8ef588b
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